THE ASCENT: THE USE OF WORDS
to mean flies and butterflies as well as birds, and at fifteen
months he applied it txj falling snowfiakes. At two years
seven months he called the silver-wire network over the rose-
bowl a " veil/* and a month later, seeing grapes either for the
first time or after a long period, he called them " cherries.**
In both cases it was evident, from his tone and the context,
that he recognized the differences perfectly and was using
the words as a makeshift. The case is similar to the naming
of new objects by savage tribes, as " firestick " for musket,
or " birds " for ships with outspread sails. It is indeed the
way in which all our class-names have arisen, probably.
Children, and people, who are above a certain level of intelli-
gence form classes readily enough, and name them. The
assistance given by the educator is not so much needed to
stimulate such generalization as to direct it. Growth is
as luxuriant in the jungle as in the garden, but the garden
is tidier : and the tendency to generalize and classify is as
active in a savage or a child as in a scientist, but the scien-
tist's classifications are tidier. And also they are more
fundamental. The class of objects which H. formed and
called "dickies," including birds, butterflies, and slowly
falling snowflakes, is not a very useful class and so has not
found general acceptance. Children find their attention
directed to those which have found acceptance, by the
names which are commonly used. Not otherwise is it witto.
the young chemist learning classes such as the "acids/5
the " paraffins," etc. Often a flood of light is thrown on
some matter by the teacher's apparently casual extension
of a class-name to some unusual instance of the class, such
as calling a tangent a chord, a straight line a circle, water
hydrogen oxide, the monsoons trade winds, comets planets,
or man an animal.
In music teaching, the importance of naming is well
illustrated by the influence of the Solfa names in tune,
and of the patternames introduced with great advantage
during the past tew years in teaching lime As regards
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